A numerical verification method for radially symmetric solutions of the perturbed Gelfand equation is presented for the case in which this equation possesses turning points. We use Nakao's method with local uniqueness to enclose the continua of solutions and a bordering algorithm in order to treat a turning point. We describe verification procedures in detail and give a numerical example.
1. Introduction. We consider radially symmetric solutions of the perturbed Gelfand equation
{--
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where Cl = {x e R n \\x\ < l}(n > 3), f(u) = exp(u/(l + eu)) , A € R, and e G i? + . This equation arises in the theory of combustion and was proposed by D.A. FrankKamenetskii [4] . For some fixed e, the bifurcation diagram possesses turning points, the first of which corresponding to an explosive point. This explosive point is often denoted by XFK [2, 4] , The equation (1.1) has been discussed by several authors [3, 9, 10, 15, 16] . For e = 0 a numerically verified value of XFK was obtained on the unit square [10] . However, the value for e > 0 has not yet been done.
In this paper, we propose a numerical verification method for the existence and enclosure of solution curves for (1.1). If this method can be made to succeed near the first turning point, we can obtain a value for XFK-Briefly stated, our method consists of a combination of Nakao's method, (more precisely, it's extension to local uniqueness [19] ) with linear interpolation and the implicit function theorem. By adjoining to (1.1) a suitably chosen equation characterized by a new independent parameter /x, we can produce an equation which possesses no turning points, at least locally. This is carried out by applying a "bordering algorithm" [6] . We combine the bordering algorithm with the existence and inclusion method mentioned above to obtain the desired results near turning points.
2. Change of parameters. A radially symmetric solution u of (1.1) is a function of r = \x\. Assuming u to be such a function, (1.1) is reduced to the ordinary differential equation ( . ( -u rr -^Ur -Xf(u) 
Moreover, (2.1) can be transformed into the following integral equation: Then (2.2) can be written as (2.5) L 1 (ti,A) = F 1 (ti,A).
Next, we define the subsets
where [17] . Consider some fixed /x G R and r^ G J. We define Gi :
for 7 G i? and -0 G C[0,1] , where D u and -DA denote partial derivatives with respect to u and A, respectively. We need a result similar to that obtained in [17] . The proof of the following lemma can be carried out by the argument appearing there.
To make a change of parameters, we choose ri c as required in Lemma 1. From the implicit function theorem ( [20] ), for any (u,X) G MQ, there exist an So > 0 and a unique Frechet differentiable map Then, we consider the following approximations of R(Li -Fi) and MQ:
Here II^o : C[0,1] -> 5/! is an interpolation operator defined by
Since we can show that MQ^ is one-dimensional manifold by using the same argument in [Lemma 5. 3. Enclosure of solutions with local uniqueness for a fixed parameter /x. The arguments outlined in this section are very similar to those in [19] . We include this outline to make the present paper self-contained.
We define the operator 11^ :
Let (tx/j, Xh) G 5^ x R be an approximate solution of (2.8). We introduce the following "residual" fixed point form which corresponds to (2.8):
This equation can also be written as
^•^ \(j-n fc )(tt;) = (/-n,)F(^),
where w = (u, A), and / represents the identity map on C[0,1] x R.
ASSUMPTION 1. Suppose that restriction to Sh^R of the operator n^ [I-DF(Q)] :
where Ih = Uhl and A^ is a linear operator on Sh x R, an approximation to n/ lJ D.F(0).
We apply a Newton-like method to the first equation in (3.2). That is, we introduce the operator as follows:
Then we obtain
Here T is the operator on
It is easy to see that w = T(w) and w = F(w) are equivalent.
We now expand the operator T at 0 and describe the verification conditions with local uniqueness by using Banach's fixed point theorem. Setting w = (u, A) =
where |M|cro,il = max ^(r)!,for v G CTO,!]. 
Next, we choose the vectors
and we define the set if in
Then the verification condition is described as follows: Second, we obtain the following two relations from the definition of this norm:
for some k satisfying 0 < k < 1. Then Banach's fixed point theorem gives the desired result. □ 4. Enclosing continua of solutions (w^, A^) Meeo for a small interval eo.
Verification condition.
We proceed to extend the results of Section 3 for continua of solutions w^ := (u^\ X^)^e eo depending smoothly on fi. Here eo denotes a small real interval, and we set eo = [/io 5 /^i]-Let (u^, A^) and (u^, AjJ be the approximate solutions of (2.8) corresponding to fio and /xi, respectively. We define approximate solutions for all /x G eo as follows: 
We denote the finite part and the infinite one of T {fl) (0) by T^^O) and TJ^O), respectively, and consider a vector gft, € R M+1 whose elements are given by [gh]i :
In order to compute a vector 7^(0) which consists of elements max /i€eo (T^^ (0) 
On the other hand, the operator DT^(wi) is defined by

DT^im)^ = [I h -A'^UhiDF^Wi)^ -A'^ILH^) + (I-U h )DF M {wi)w2 w u w2e W.
Using (u;)j < Wi{i = 0,1, • • •, M +1) for w G W, we can estimate max(i^r( M )(wi)w2)i by solving some interval linear equations in the similar manner as in the case of Yi (See [19] for detail). We now describe how to obtain a set W which is specified by W. From the fact that w^*) G T^jW C W, the relation w)^*) G m£(W) holds. Thus, for some neighborhood U of //*, the continuity of u;^) with respect to /a GU gives the relation (4.8) iD (/i) G PV for all // e LT.
From (4.6), (4.8) and the uniqueness of solution in W, we obtain
Then, since U is an open interval containing fi* G 9V, it follows that V S V U £7.
By (4.9), {u( M ) can be extended to the open interval VUU by w^, while V"Ui7 C V holds due to the maximality of V. This implies the relations V^VUlJ C V, but this contradicts the maximality of V\ D 5. Verification for a large interval of parameters. In this section, we assume that the verification process on each small interval e* = [//j,Mi+i] (i = 0,1,2, • • ♦, N) has succeeded for some fixed natural number JV, that is, the assumptions of Theorem 3 are required for each i = 0,l,2,---,iV. Proof We assume that there is no turning point for any /J,' € (/Xj,^/). Without loss of generality, we may assume that A(^j) < X(iXk) < A(/i/). From the fact that the verification process has succeeded, it follows that A(/x;) € /«. Then, because IjCiIk = (j) and X^ij) < A(/Xib), Table 1 , we conclude the value 3.56341 is an upper bound of the first turning point. On the other hand, from Lemma 4 and Table  1 it seems that the value of it's lower bound is 3.3647 by computing A/ l (/ii) -e* on each ej. However, since Lemma 4 does not ensure the uniqueness of turning point, we can't guarantee that 3.3647 is an lower bound of the 'first' turning point. We carried out our numerical verification process without a bordering equation to find the lower bound of definitely first turning point.As the result, it is found that there is no turning point in A = [0,3.4] . From this fact, Table 1 and Figure 3 , it is apparent that the first turning point (the explosive point) is contained in the interval [3.4,3.56341] . REMARK 1. In the present article, since we used an integral equation for the radially symmetric solution of the original problem, it is easily applicable to the higher dimensional case. This is the advantage of our method. On the other hand, other methods, e.g., [10] seem to be difficult to apply directly, even if the integral form is used such as (2.2), because the method requires to estimate the eigenvalue with smallest absolute value of the inverse of the linearized operator for nonlinear problems.
